What is Mambo in 2 minutes
Mambo.li project is all about creating a new kind of next generation stablecoins for a future beyond
the end of the great reset failure and crash agenda.

Why Mambo Stablecoins
DEFI (Decentralized Finance) is not possible with CBDC (Central Bank Digital Cryptocurrencies) nor
with common FIAT pegged stablecoins.
Real DEFI needs real decentralized stablecoins which are not pegged on centralized FIAT
money, but on physical assets.
Mambo stablecoins are not money, but digital assets pegged on physical assets, but backed with
other cryptocurrencies like BTC, ZIL. They protect against creeping inflation of the Fiat money.
Since they are stabilized with the Mambo stabilization protocol, they can be used for daily payments
at stable prices - unlike Dash, Monero, etc..

What is the $Mambo Token
$Mambo is not a stablecoin, but the reward token for special rewards in the Mambo ecosystem and an
utility token to buy FRANC at a discount on MamboSwap. $Mambo can only be burnt, not minted.
We frequently buy from collateral some $Mambos from the DEX to burn them. This supports the
$Mambo price in long term.

MamboSwap MAFRE: Mambo Automated Fixed Rates Exchange
MamboSwap offers thanks to fixed exchange rates oftentimes better swap rates than zilswap AMM
DEX, specially for bigger amounts, since there is no price slippage. With MamboSwap Mambo wrote
crypto history, offering the first of it's kind fixed rates exchange for stablecoins.

MILO: Mambo Initial Launch Offering
Milo is the first of it's kind 100% fair Launch Pad for new tokens (using MamboSwap).
If you plan to launch a new token, contact us for conditions. It has to be paid in $Mambos and
$Franc. We are not expensive. Price depends on your project.
Conclusion: Mambo Stablecoins are for all people, who will not sell their freedom for empty security
promises, but are excited to finally have an decentralized, fast & cheap alternative payment possibility
with a non fiat stable coin. Mambo Stablecoins are outbeat Fiat money since they protect against
creeping inflation, with a rising Peg and Holders partake in profits from over collateral.
Online shops begin to accept Mambo stablecoins as payment currency.
Main risks: collateral falls below peg for longer time. Inability to act or react in time.
For detailed information about our stablecoin protocol and philosophy visit our website.
You will find a lot of information to every stablecoin, the stabilization mechanism and the important
crypto world disrupting function of our MamboSwap. Telegram: @MamboToken

https://Mambo.Li

